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Power up transforms 
the US-90 freeway 

vibrations to electricity. 
The harnessed electricity 

powers a massive, modern 
chandelier hung from the 

ceiling of the underpass. POWER 
UP transforms the heavy, industrial 

infrastructure into a thrilling galaxy of 
LED lights. The ground plane offers diverse 

and much needed public amenities.

car + road = vibration
vibration = energy
energy = life
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and socially reconnects the adjacent neighborhoods 
through site specific design fueled by culture, art, 
function, economy and beauty. 

Amenities such as kinetic louvered-blind market stalls, 
drapes found in the vertical green walls on existing 
columns, and a manicured, carpet ground plane 
humanize the industrial infrastructure for all visitors of 
the US-90 underpass. 

Power Up serves as an engaging civic junction that 
attracts urban dwellers and Big Easy tourists alike. 
The underpass transformation turns the space from a 
barrier to vital city component. Power Up physically 
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